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THE MENDEL COULOIRS
Mendel Couloir Right: AI3/WI3/5.4
First climbed by Felix Knauth and John Whitmer in June, 1958. First complete ice ascent probably by Yvon 
Chouinard and Dean Moore in the late 1960s.

Mendel Couloir Left aka Ice Nine: WI4/5.7
First climbed by Roy Bishop and Michael Cohen in July, 1967. In 1976 Doug Robinson and Dale Bard climbed the 
lower section and linked into the upper previously climbed section and named it climb “Ice Nine” thinking they 
were climbing a new route. For a long time confusion reigned as to the difference between Mendel Left and "Ice 
Nine". They are the same climb!
For all you trivia buffs, the name comes from the Kurt Vonnegut novel Cat’s Cradle. Ice Nine in the book is a form 
of ice that never melts, but freezes anything it comes into contact with and so crystallized all water on earth.

The north face of Mount Mendel is a steep gloomy pace, but is also home to two of the most classic Sierra ice climbs. 
Mendel Right is the "must do" ice route in the Sierra and Mendel Left is the "hard" ice route. But these two Mendel 
climbs have suffered maybe more than any others from meltout. Whereas in the 1980s Mendel Right offered wall-to-
wall ice it now in late season its upper sections are simply gone. Mendel Left forms from snowmelt from the summit 

Mount Mendel from Lamarck Col.
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snowfield and it is many years since it was “fat". But a 
good big winter with deep snows and a not too warm 
summer will form it up. Be ready…!

Historically Mendel Right was important in the devel-
opment of climbing equipment. After an epic attempt 
with Dennis Henneck in 1965, Yvon Chouinard 
wrote in his book Climbing Ice. 

"The thing that kept me going was think-
ing about how I was going to go back to 
the shop and forge a hammer with a long 
thin pick with teeth on it for climbing ice. 
No more of this ice dagger bullshit for me."

Thus was born the revolution in ice tool technology 
that still continues today.

Mount Mendel holds its secrets and slowly releases 
them. In October of 2005 climbers discovered the 
body of an airman – complete with an unopened 
parachute – from a plane that crashed in 1942. The 
plane wreckage was discovered in 1948, but it took 
another sixty years for this unfortunate to emerge. 

Where
You have to cross the Sierra Crest to get to the 
Mendel Couloirs. The trailhead starts from the 
North Lake parking area. From the center of lovely 
downtown Bishop take East Line Street, past the 
Buttermilks and follow signs to Aspendel. A mile past 
Aspendel turn right on the side road to North Lake. 
Parking is near the Pack Station.

When
As with most Sierra ice climbs earlier seems better 
than later these days. August to September is best for 
Mendel Right. Mendel Left starts as snow and gradu-
ally moves towards a rock climb as summer pro-
gresses. Cold temperatures in September combined 
with snow still left on the summit will give the best 
chance of finding it in condition.

Strategy
These routes can be climbed in a day, but better to go 
up in the afternoon, bivvy up near Lamarck Col, and 
then climb the peak and hike out on day two. You can 
descend to nice camps at the Lakes but this means 
hauling your gear back up the 1,200 feet to the Col. 

Equipment
Mendel Right: Two tools, 60m rope, helmets a small 
rock rack, 6-8 ice screws, quickdraws, slings.
Mendel Left: Two tools, 60m rope, helmets, 6-8 ice 
screws (mainly short), one set of stoppers, #0.5 to 
#3 Camalots, quickdraws, slings.

Mendel Left / Ice Nine. Photo: Todd Vogel

Mendel Left goes left out of sight; Mendel Right goes right.
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Approach
Hike the remainder of the road from the parking area to the campground at the end of the road and pick up the 
trail to Lamarck Lakes which heads southwest (as opposed to the Paiute Pass trail that heads northwest up the 
North Fork of Bishop Creek). The trail is good and well-maintained for 2.75 miles to Upper Lamarck Lake (10,918 
ft.). Above this the trail deteriorates some but is still easy to follow as it switchbacks up the talus at the southwest 
end of the lake. Pass below a steep cliff and into an open sandy bowl. Follow this back for about a mile towards 
Lamarck Col. About 1/4 mile before the Col the trail flattens and look for a bivvy site here. There is a small lake 
below the snowfield at the final slope below the Col. This is about 4.75 miles from the parking lot.

Cross the Col and drop down between the boulders and sandy slopes to between the topmost and second highest 
lakes in Darwin Canyon. This is a descent of over 1,200 ft. There are campsites here if you opt for these lower, but 
closer, campsites. As you descend look back and get a good idea of where you want to go on your return. Cut up 
the talus and moraine slopes to the small glacier at the base of the north face. As you come around below the face 
you will get your best views of the gullies. Mendel Right is…on the right. Mendel Left is on… the left. And who 
said climbing was hard!

Mendel Right: AI3/WI3/5.4
A pretty obvious line. Climb straight up the middle. The rock on 
either side offers good belays. The crux is a chockstone in the 
center of the gully that has a short step of 70 degree ice or some 
fifth class rock if it is melted out. The upper pitches may be 
melted out in late season and eventually you get to the col at the 
top. Above this there is a short chimney up the rock to the sum-
mit. This is 5.4 and easily climbed in heavier boots.

Mendel Left - Ice Nine: WI4/5.7
Climb over the schrund which is normally pretty straightforward 
and head upward on the neve. The apron of snow steadily nar-
rows and you end up having have two choices. If there is plenty 
of ice or in early season, then the narrow direct gully/chimney 
is the best line giving the greatest number of ice pitches. If this 
is melted out trend right slightly until the snow ends and cross 
rock ledges to below a big chockstone. This can be the crux 
and may be rock or a vertical ice curtain. Above this the narrow 
gully twists upwards offering superb climbing as it narrows to 
four feet wide with 80 degree steps. You will exit pretty much 
right onto the summit plateau.

The Descent
Head south along the summit plateau several hundred feet look-
ing over the edge for the easiest way down. You will find a short 
chimney that leads down to ledge systems that are followed to 
lower angle talus and rock slabs. Drop down to the small lakes 
at the head of Darwin Canyon. Once below these you can start to 
contour towards Lamarck Col, but there is not too much point 
in contouring too early since it will involve more effort than you 
will save by dropping a little lower. Lamarck Col is hard to see 
from this side. It is not the first of two passes you traverse below 
– cross this and you will be in the Sabrina drainage and not 
close to where you want to be. Hopefully you checked it out on 
the way in. This is going to feel like a long way; and it is. Stagger 
into camp, pack up and head to the bright lights of Bishop.


